Abstract. Electroacoustic music lacks a definitive vocabulary for describing its spatiality. Not only does it lack a vocabulary for describing the spatial attributes of individual sound sources, it lacks a vocabulary for describing how these attributes participate in artistic expression. Following work by Rumsey, the definition of spatial attributes is examined in the broader context of auditory scene analysis. A limited number of spatial attributes are found to be adequate to characterize the individual levels of organization nested within the auditory scene. These levels are then viewed in relationship to auditory spatial schemata, the recurrent patterns by which listeners understand the behavior of sound in space. In electroacoustic music the interrelationship of spatial attributes and spatial schemata is often engaged in a play of perceptual grouping that blurs and confounds distinctions like source and ensemble. Our ability to describe and categorize these complex interactions depends on having clear concepts and terminology.
Introduction
The expanded range of its spatial palette is one of the important features that distinguish electroacoustic music from acoustic music. In an interview with Larry Austin, Denis Smalley [2] said:
"The spatial experience of electroacoustic music is one of the particular aspects it has to offer that no other musical art has to offer in such variety or with such vividness...so, that makes it unique. I don't mean to say that every electroacoustic piece explores or exploits this uniqueness, but the potential is there. One will quite often find that the composer has ignored many of these possibilities or maybe has not been able to harness them, for all sorts of reasons."
There are at least three reasons why the spatial potential of electroacoustic music is not always realized: 1) misconceptions about the technical capacities of spatialization systems, 2) misconceptions about the nature of spatial perception, especially in the context of such systems, and 3) a lack of creative engagement, possibly due to the first two issues. An area in which all three of these issues come together is that of conceptual terminology that can be out of alignment with the technical capacities of spatialization systems, out of alignment with the actual experience of spatial sound and therefore lead to under-utilization in electroacoustic composition.
David Malham [17] surveyed a wide range of spatial audio technologies and offered this critique:
"Despite the rich possibilities inherent in current sound diffusion and spatialization systems, none of the current systems can fully mimic the spatial characteristics of natural sound systems."
Malham's standard of comparison is spatial hearing in the natural world. This would appear to be an obvious basis of comparison for spatial audio applications such as virtual reality systems. In fact, the metaphors of 'virtuality' permeate discussions of the spatial audio applications that overtly strive to replicate the experiences of the natural world (telecommunications, reproduction of concert hall music). The literature around entertainment systems is a bit more pliant, possibly because the intention is often to create an 'enhanced reality' that maximizes impact, such as in sound design for games.
Electroacoustic music though lies in the domain of art and the situation for spatiality in electroacoustic music is similar to that for sound synthesis in the sense that the experience of the natural world provides an inspiration for creativity and research, but the technology also makes possible new possibilities for artistic exploration. Why should we think of spatial audio differently? Spatial audio and especially spatial audio for electroacoustic music is a domain inspired by but not limited to experiences in the natural world. Then too, electroacoustic music's capacity to manipulate audio signals creates a context in which there can be uniquely complex interactions between spatial hearing and other domains of perception and cognition. This is especially true when electroacoustic composers play with the fundamentals of spatial organization in music by manipulating perceptual grouping and violating spatial schemata. Spatial audio, and especially spatial audio for electroacoustic music, is an artistic domain that often throws the spatial conventions of the natural world into relief by distorting or violating them. In order to appreciate the crisscrossing of boundaries and conventions in this artistic interplay, our concepts and terminology should be in good alignment with the listener's perceptual and cognitive processes.
Terminology

The Problem of Terminology
While the spatiality of acoustic music, even 20th century acoustic music, can be discussed in commonly understood terms [9] , the spatiality of electroacoustic music still lacks a definitive vocabulary. When music is performed by acoustic instruments in an acoustic environment, the physical level of description by itself often provides a workable roadmap to both the listener's experience and the composer's intent. We have a wealth of shared experiences and traditions of acoustic performance despite the perceptual complexity and individuality of many performances. In electroacoustic music, the acoustic experience has often been a reference point, but the technology of electronic reproduction expands the scope and complexity of spatiality in a radical way. Even though the apparatus may be located within a physical space and even though our spatial hearing has developed within a physical world, electronic reproduction creates the potential for an art of spatiality. Consider how the experience of a diffuse granular cloud [30] emerges from the details of the granular synthesis or how the experience of FFT-based spectral bands distributed in space challenges [29] our notion of what constitutes a 'source.' Electroacoustic music hardly has the vocabulary to describe the scope of spatial possibilities or to explain the relationship of signal processing techniques to the listener's perceptions.
Recent perceptual research can help us begin to clarify our vocabulary. A great deal of relevant research has emerged from the study of spatial impression associated with subjective acoustics of concert halls [3] . Blauert [5] defines spatial impression as the perception of the type and size of an actual or simulated space. He also defines spaciousness as the extent to which auditory events are more spacious than in a free sound field under comparable conditions. Even though these definitions may seem straight forward, a multiplicity of terms has been proposed to describe the interconnected facets of spatial impression. For example, within the context of concert hall acoustics, spatial impression, spaciousness, apparent source width, envelopment, and other terms have been used to describe similar spatial percepts. Berg and Rumsey [4] consider over 30 terms that can be organized into discrete 17 categories. In the subjective acoustics of electronic reproduction, Zacharov and Koivuniemi [31] and Rumsey [25] provide in-depth discussions and classification of related spatial attributes.
It is now well established that spatial impression in concert halls consists of at least two components: apparent source width (ASW) and listener envelopment (LEV) [1] [8] that are typically related to the acoustics of early and late reflections respectively. According to Morimoto [23] , apparent or auditory source width is "the width of a sound image fused temporally and spatially with the direct sound image" and listener envelopment is "the degree of fullness of sound images around the listener, excluding the precedent sound image composing ASW." These definitions presume that ASW and LEV are easily separated from one another. And while Bradley and Soulodre [6] and Morimoto [23] have conducted experiments in which subjects differentiated the two, there is disagreement as to what the threshold of separation should be, or if a clear threshold even exists. There seems to be consensus in the fact that both ASW and LEV describe aspects of spatial impression and it is also accepted that they are just two of many factors that comprise the multidimensional perception of auditory space.
While there is much that can be gleaned from this research, the difference between the contexts considered in the aforementioned research and the context for electroacoustic music is profound. For one thing, electroacoustic music is not limited to having its sound sources contained in an environment. For example, the composer can omit environmental sound or omit the source! Then too, there are profound differences in the sound material. This is especially important for two reasons: spatial percepts are shaped in part by the content of the sound sources [18] [20] and electroacoustic composers are not limited to pre-existent acoustic sources. Not only do electroacoustic composers have the freedom to design sounds that specifically support spatial effects, but they can also explore ways of creating sound that have no obvious analog in the physical world.
Spatial Attributes and Scene Analysis
In a particularly useful discussion, Rumsey [24] considers spatial sound attributes within the framework of auditory scene analysis [7] . He states that spatial attributes "should be unambiguous and preferably unidimensional (in other words, they should represent a single perceptual construct)." Spatial attributes have to do with the tangibly three-dimensional aspects of sound including such properties as width and distance. Most importantly Rumsey 1 separates spatial attributes from attributes of spaces, that is, from the properties of the rooms (or other environments). The attributes of spaces have traditionally included properties such as reverberance and liveness. The confluence of these categories had been unexamined in the subjective evaluation of concert halls and audio reproduction systems where sound sources are assumed to be contained within environments, and, in fact, Rumsey's discussion is itself directed toward such typical audio reproduction settings. This confluence of categories is essentially a misalignment of physical and perceptual acoustics. So, for example, when we shift our orientation completely to the side of the listener's auditory organization, the early reflections that influence the perception of the auditory source are just as much a part of the source signal as the direct sound. From this point on we must be particularly clear about the conceptual separation between the acoustic source signal (with all of its acoustic constituents) and the source's perceived image (with all of its perceptual spatial attributes). The separation of the categories is particularly useful in electroacoustic music where the source-in-environment model is only one of many possible spatial treatments.
Having achieved a clear separation of spatial attributes from other properties of sound in space, Rumsey goes on to examine spatial attributes within the context of auditory scene analysis. In creating an organizational framework for evaluating the kind of sound reproduction that interests him, he proposes four levels of organization that are common in the experience of listening to recorded music: source, ensemble, room and scene. These labels are meant to be more general categories of nested organization than types of acoustic sources. How these four levels of organization in-teract with the spatial attribute of width is illustrated in Figure 1 . At the lowest level of organization an individual source has a width. At a next higher level of organization and grouping, an ensemble of sources has ensemble width. Such a grouping depends on the particulars of the scene and, for example, might variously be composed of the violin section, the string section or the whole orchestra. At the next highest level of organization for recorded music we can speak of room width and beyond that the width of the entire auditory scene. This scene-based approach isolates the 'what' from the 'where' and removes the conceptual confusion inherent in considering spatial attributes without addressing auditory grouping.
We can now propose spatial terminology to be applied to the relevant nested levels of auditory organization. Rumsey proposes that all spatial attributes be limited to five, three 'dimensional' attributes and two 'immersive' attributes. His three dimensional attributes---width, distance and depth---can be instanced by an individual sound source, an ensemble, room or scene (although it is unlikely that an individual sound source could instance depth). Rumsey mentions that he is omitting the spatial attribute of height, we assume because his focus is on reproduction systems without elevation, but he also omits any other aspect of direction (even though he has contributed to its discussion in other research [19] [25] ). We will add direction to our list of spatial attributes 2 Rumsey's category of immersive spatial attributes covers the domain of auditory spatial perception described by such interrelated terms as spatial impression, spaciousness and listener envelopment. Within this framework of scene analysis, Rumsey recommends the adoption of only two terms: envelopment and presence. He proposes that the term 'envelopment' be applied to the experience of being surrounded by sound either both from multiple sound sources and from a diffuse field such as reverberation. These are called 'source-related' and 'environmental' envelopment respectively. Rumsey has newly proposed that the term 'presence' be applied to the "sense of being inside of an (enclosed) space." We will adopt all of Rumsey's terminology (with our small addition) for consistency's sake and defer judgment on the use of the term 'presence' to future literature. Our resulting terminology can be summarized as follows: 3 Electroacoustic Music
Spatial Attributes, Scene Analysis and Auditory Spatial Schemata
Up to this point we have described a nested organization for scene analysis that is based in acoustic music. Rumsey's framework of source/ensemble/room/scene is intended for the subjective evaluation of the audio reproduction of acoustic recordings. And, while the content of electroacoustic music can be quite dissimilar, the notion of nested levels of organization from micro to macro would appear to be quite valid for most kinds of music. Rumsey's focus on typical audio content though complicates his framework in a way that inadvertently undermines the notion of a simple micro-tomacro organization. The shift from 'ensemble' to 'room' is not just a shift to the next higher level of nesting; it is a categorical shift that is normative only in the domain of acoustic music where instruments are indeed enclosed in rooms. Within the context of electroacoustic music, there are two issues revealed when considering the concept of 'room'. The first issue is that the impression of 'room' can be created either through recording techniques or by the treatment of a source signal with a reverberator. And, if the contribution of the recording space or the reverberator is essentially a dense cluster of duplicated signals, we have to ask what exactly is the difference between a 'room' and an 'ensemble' as levels of nesting in the organization? Then too, in the case that the original source signal is omitted, the reverberator's output itself essentially becomes a potential source. What then is the essential difference between a source, an ensemble and a room? The answer comes in response to the second issue. A 'room' is something different from a type of acoustic signal or treatment of a signal: it is a cognitive understanding that the listener constructs in response to auditory experience. In particular, 'room' is an understanding that emerges when auditory experience matches a pattern we can describe as the auditory spatial schemata for ROOM. Depending on the circumstances, 'room' may or may not be invoked by the listener in the process of forming an understanding of the auditory scene. In most circumstances we can imagine that 'room' is automatic and akin to schema-based stream segregation [7] . For example, the ROOM schema may be invoked even with incomplete or fragmentary acoustic information. Most importantly, it is not the perceived nested relationships that determine the categories.
We have disentangled a confluence of terminology created by mixing the immediate perceptual experience with patterns of spatial understanding. The original sense of the distinctions between source, ensemble and room has faded away and they are discussed below in relation to auditory spatial schemata. So, what remains of the original concept of a nested organization of spatial relationships? Clearly, the listener's perception of spatial relationships depends on the tangible circumstances, the particulars of the auditory scene that might include nesting, overlapping or other categories of relationship. For electroacoustic music the elements in the structure are not limited a priori to one set of relational categories. At times, there may be no clear boundary between source and ensemble, that is, between one and many sources. A full description of spatial content and its implications within an artistic context may be very complex. Auditory spatial schemata may be stretched or even violated. Our ability to describe and categorize these complex interactions depends on having clear concepts and terminology so that we can recognize the crisscrossing of boundaries and the disruption of spatial norms in the artistic interplay.
Spatial Schemata and Audio Reproduction
Auditory spatial schemata are the recurrent patterns by which we understand the behavior of sound in space. All of our sensory capacities contribute to forming our core spatial schemata [11] and, therefore, auditory spatial schemata can be largely understood as linkages between general, multimodal spatial schemata and the auditory domain. The listener makes sense of spatial sound first and foremost in terms of the general spatial schemata that are learned and reinforced in the multimodal experience of everyday life. The general schema of OBJECT gives rise to the auditory schema of SOURCE. The general schema of COLLECTION gives rise to ENSEMBLE. Both possess spatial attributes and typical spatial behaviors.
Sound localization is generally recognized as having a weak influence on the auditory scene [7] . For that reason, spatial schemata have a particularly important role in spatial hearing because the schemata give coherence to spatial information that may otherwise be faint or incomplete. Spatial schemata are particularly important for audio reproduction when no other sensory information may collaborate the auditory spatial content. Our spatial schema for PATH gives coherence to motion effects that can otherwise be quite fragile. As the listener endeavors to make sense of spatial relationships, a spatial organization emerges. Then too, the disembodied sound of audio reproduction is often interpreted in a framework that is specific to this context. For example, the spatial arrangement of sources in a typical stereo pop song makes no physical sense. We accept the spatial arrangement as an idiom of audio reproduction, a musical-spatial idiom. The immaterial nature of audio reproduction enables auditory spatial art to exploit the spatial schemata of everyday life.
Artistic Play At the Level of Perceptual Grouping
In electroacoustic music there is often an artistic play of perceptual grouping that affects both the perception of spatial attributes and blurs the distinction between cognitive categories, especially SOURCE and ENSEMBLE. This play is typically driven by disruption at the level of perceptual event formation, disruption that can affect both grouping and localization mechanisms. There are numerous techniques that create such disruptions, techniques that typically can be manipulated to adjust the degree of disruption and thus enable the exploration of perceptual and cognitive boundaries. While they may be conceptually different, these techniques often create similar results. In order to adequately describe the changes in the spatial attributes associated with these techniques, we need to distinguish four different meanings associated with the word 'source.' First there is the 'source signal,' that is the acoustic signal or a representation of the acoustic signal. Second, there is the tangible 'source image,' the 'source' that has spatial attributes in the auditory scene. There is the 'conceptual source,' the object that the listener identifies with the sound independent of its spatial attributes. ('Conceptual source' is related to Smalley's concept of source bonding [28] .) Lastly, there is the listener's spatial schema, 'SOURCE.' The source image, whether it is understood as one or many conceptual sources, most likely is segregated as an auditory stream, and how the artistic play reshapes the listener's perceptual organization is discussed below.
Type 1 Techniques.
Let us first consider the class of techniques that disrupt the identity of the source signal by breaking it into parts. These parts might be separated on the basis of time or spectrum (or both). A primary example of a temporal technique is granular processing that disrupts the temporal order of the acoustic source signal. A primary example of a spectral technique would be phase vocoding that alters the spectral organization of the acoustic source signal. Both of these techniques involve breaking the acoustic source signal into multiple parts, manipulating those parts and then assembling a result. (Of course, there are even more ways of using these tools.) The result can range from exact reconstruction of the acoustic source signal to the construction of something essentially new. The listener's conceptual source can range from the original conceptual source to a new source to multiple new sources. Also importantly, in both cases there is the possibility of assembling the result in one or more spatial locations.
Consider the two-dimensional field of possibilities for combinations of the width of the source image and the number of conceptual sources created by play with perceptual grouping (Figure 2 ). In the case that the acoustic source signal is perfectly reconstructed and that it is positioned in one spatial location, there is one conceptual source and one corresponding perceptual source. This matches the characteristics of SOURCE. In the case that manipulation of the source signal gives rise to multiple conceptual sources that are positioned in one spatial location, the result is multiple conceptual sources associated as one source image. (If there is a blurring between one or more conceptual sources, it may give rise to a blurring of whether there are one or more source images with the same spatial attributes.) In another case, if there are multiple conceptual sources and the component parts are spatially dispersed, then the spatial distribution tends to support a multiplicity of source images organized as an ENSEMBLE. An example is a spatially dispersed granular cloud [30] .
Most interestingly, in the case that the identity of the source signal is maintained as one conceptual source but its component parts are spatially dispersed, there is a clear competition of perceptual organizations. The degree to which the spatialized component parts segregate from the whole (and border on multiple source images) determines a wide range of combined spatial/source percepts. At one end of the continuum is the possibility of a source image with an increased spatial width. At the other end is the possibility of multiple source images associated with one conceptual source (something that cognitive organization may fight). In between are the blurred boundaries of source/ensemble and of one/many source images. One particular example is the case when the frequency bands of a single source are spread in space giving rise to the perception of a single/multiple, source/ensemble distributed in space [29] [14] . Granular synthesis and phase vocoding can be manipulated to create possibilities across the entire range of source image and conceptual source possibilities. 
Type 2 Techniques.
There is another class of techniques that often gives rise to similar boundary play. This second type of technique involves disruption of perceptual event formation by the manipulation of binaural information and is therefore a technique that primarily affects spatial attributes along the listener's left-right axis. A well-known recording technique provides a simple example. Imagine that two virtually identical vocal performances are recorded. One recording differs from the other only by micro-variations. If one recording is panned to the left loudspeaker and the other is panned to the right, the result is the perception of two instances of the same recording, one on the left and one on the right. The difference in micro-variations prevents the formation of a single spatial image. This is an extreme instance in which there is one conceptual source and two source images. More typically with type 2 techniques, the differences between the ear signals causes the source image to increase in width. (The extent of the width can be related directly to the measured similarity between the signals arriving at the ears, often expressed as the interaural crosscorrelation coefficient.) There are numerous ways of creating the micro-variations that give rise to binaural differences and every one of these can be achieved either by processing a source signal to create multiple versions or by synthesizing multiple source signals directly. Creating small static frequency differences or static phase differences among source signals tends to give rise to a single conceptual source and a broadened source image [13] [12] . Dynamic frequency differences (such as jitter or vibrato) provide a particularly effective way to manipulate the relationship between conceptual sources and source images. In the case that multiple source signals with dynamic frequency differences are gathered in one location (and do not create ongoing binaural differences), the magnitude of frequency differences will position the conceptual source along a continuum from one to many while maintaining a single source image. A conventional example of this is single-channel chorusing. In the case that the multiple source signals are spatially dispersed (in such a way as to create dynamic binaural differences at the listener's ears), then there will be a widened source image with one or more conceptual images. In the case that the dynamic frequency differences are of sufficient magnitude, then the broadened source image will break up into multiple images. But, of course, the power of vibrato to affect auditory grouping is well known from the demonstrations by Steve McAdams with Roger Reynolds [21] [22].
Immersive Attributes. Up to this point we have discussed the impact of these two categories of processing techniques primarily on the spatial attribute of width, although other spatial attributes such as distance and depth are also often affected. Rumsey asks the question of when source width becomes so wide as to create envelopment and thereby points out the link between dimensional and immersive spatial attributes. When creating sound images that surround the listener, techniques of the first type tend to create 'source-related envelopment' while techniques of the second type tend to create 'environmental envelopment.' Techniques of the second type are closely related to artificial reverberation and the conditions under which the listener experiences envelopment in a reverberant field [10] . In fact, we can view multichannel reverberation as yet another processing technique of the second type that produces a narrow to wide source image with a single conceptual source. Figure 3 illustrates how the results of reverberation and chorusing can be illustrated on the twodimensional field of possibilities.
Dynamic Changes. While dynamic changes in spatial attributes have not been directly addressed here, it should be obvious that the techniques discussed can be implemented in a dynamic fashion. The two-dimensional field of possibilities can be transversed in a dynamic way. The experience of gradual change affecting auditory grouping and spatial organization is an aspect of numerous electroacoustic works, especially works of soundscape composition. 
Artistic Play with Auditory Spatial Schemata
A good example of a general spatial schema with an auditory instantiation is CONTAINMENT. We construct our understanding of containment through an interaction with the world that involves all of our senses. That process includes the experience of objects moving into and out of other objects with their own internal space, a space that can contain another object. What we learn about CONTAINMENT as an auditory schema is that an object with internal space containing a sounding object transforms that sounding object in a way that depends on the characteristics of the container. Furthermore, a room is a kind of container, a particular type of container that can contain the listener as well as sounding objects. A room transforms sound in a different way than other containers, in part, because it also produces a sense of immersion for the listener when the listener is inside the room. These concepts are represented graphically in Figure 4 . Artistic play with auditory spatial schemata in electroacoustic music can occur in many ways. One way that is analogous to the previous examples is by manipulation of normal expectations. The violation of auditory spatial schemata has the effect of directing the listener's attention to content that is highlighted by the unusual or unexpected relationships. In this way the domain of the disruption becomes a subject for artistic expression. For example consider the possibility of the listener being inside of a container that is not a room. ( The play of open space and contained space is a major element in Denis Smalley's Empty Vessels [26] where the listener's point of view is alternatively in an open space or inside of a large garden pot.) Consider also the possibility of the listener experiencing the sound of a source from one direction and the sound of the room containing the source coming from another. These possibilities are graphically represented in Figure 5 . A complementary approach to the manipulation of normal expectations is found within the domain of auditory display. Lennox et al. [15] [16] describe the practice of 'cartoonification' as "a way of increasing information bandwidth without necessarily increasing the signal bandwidth." Cartoonification is essentially purposeful deviation from spatial realism in order to emphasize information that has the most 'perceptual significance.' Of course, communication incorporating such deviations depends on the foundation of spatial realism in order to be understood.
Another way in which artistic play in electroacoustic music violates spatial realism is in the manipulation of scale. Certain auditory schemata and auditory events have a normative physical scale. For example, rooms have a range of typical sizes, as do containers. There is artistic content in the manipulation of scale, say when rooms or containers are significantly smaller or larger than what is expected. The 'scene' of audio reproduction has associations with scale, for example, concert halls, rock bands, physical settings in film, etc. Most of these, like the normal scale of rooms and containers, are matched to the spatial experience of everyday life with the physical body and the manipulation of scale is particularly effective when scenes deviate from the domain of bodily experience. Interestingly, the scale of the audio scene is independent of the physical scale of the audio reproduction system. We have learned to accept the sizing of audio reproduction systems as analogous to the sizing of TV screens---we adjust our spatial frame of reference to the system. Then too, the scale of the source image may have no relationship with the scale of the conceptual source. For example, the source image of a pin dropping on a table and of a jet plane flying by can have similar spatial attributes within the audio scene. In fact, the juxtaposition of source images associated with radically different scales of conceptual source is a defining feature in the spatiality of acousmatic music.
In his review of Bregman's book, Auditory Scene Analysis [7] , David Huron [10] says, "the act of hearing may be likened to the work of a cartographer constantly drafting maps of the auditory scene." Our discussion of spatiality in electroacoustic music has revealed some additional layers of complexity to that cartographer's job. More than just mapping the auditory scene, the cartographer must construct a diagram of the conceptual sources while evaluating the spatial organization of the source imagery. Auditory spatial schemata aid the cartographer in bringing order and understanding to the interrelationship of conceptual sources and spatial imagery. And, although we have not touched on it here, the cartographer's knowledge of spaces and places experienced in the past constitutes a kind of aural memoir that adds additional levels of context and meaning to auditory spatial experience. (Denis Smalley's discussion of space in relation to acousmatic music is especially meaningful when viewed from this perspective [27] ). While our cartographer probably experiences a great deal of job satisfaction by managing the spatial relationships of everyday life, he/she might also enjoy the stimulating break in routine offered by the artistic play of spatial relationships in electroacoustic music.
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